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Group shows are a staple of the New York gallery scene, but right now they are not only more plentiful than usual, 
they are especially good. The 15 group shows reviewed or mentioned here form a welcome antidote to the deluge 
of monolithic, big-name, single-artist shows that have drawn most of the air in the art world over the last year. They 
take us to a place where money is not king and give us small snapshots from the gigantic disorderly sprawl that is 
contemporary art. These shows often represent dealers, their gallery directors or invited curators — usually artists 
or critics — thinking slightly or very outside the box, putting together disparate works often by younger or lesser-
known artists, in new and illuminating combinations. The dizzying bounty here reveals not only the elastic nature of 
the words “art” and “artist” but also of the group-show format itself.

A STANDOUT

Forgoing some of the esoteric cliquishness found in its annual surveys of shows from New York museums and 
galleries, White Columns, the West Village alternative space, has mustered one of its most ecumenical, visually 
rewarding overviews in years. “Looking Back: The Ninth White Columns Annual” was assembled by the four 
members of Cleopatra’s, a Brooklyn-based exhibition space and curatorial collective, and it is a great way to revisit 
shows you saw and glimpse others you missed. Works by Sigmar Polke, Maria Lassnig, Carrie Mae Weems and 
Charles Gaines allude to notable museum exhibitions. Certain gallery solo shows are acknowledged, as with Mike 
Cloud’s “Removed Individual,” a luscious star-shaped painting à la health food game board, and Robert Longo’s 
bravura charcoal homage to Helen Frankenthaler’s “Mountains and Sea.” Some inclusions look stronger than they 
did the first time around, including Polly Apfelbaum’s diaphanous dotted abstractions on white silk velvet. Peter 
Fend, Sam Anderson, Trevor Shimizu, Josh Kline and Greg Parma Smith also help commemorate 2014. 
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